Elevated levels of circulating nucleic acids have been found in a variety of benign and malignant pathological conditions. The ability to detect and quantitate specific DNA, RNA and micro-RNA sequences in serum/ plasma has opened up the possibilities of non-invasive diagnosis and monitoring of diseases. Circulating nucleic acids have now been shown to be useful in other conditions, such as diabetes mellitus, stroke and myocardial infarction. Plasma DNA is already in use for fetal blood group typing in many countries. With the rapid development in molecular biology techniques the application of circulating nucleic acids in diagnostics especially in cancer and prenatal diagnosis is expected to be revolutionized.
INTRODUCTION
Circulating nucleic acids (DNA and RNA) are nuclear macromolecules that can exist in an intracellular and extracellular form. The spontaneous release of DNA and RNA from living cells has been demonstrated frequently during the past 50 years. Increased levels of circulating nucleic acids (NA) in circulation are associated with cell death as a result of tissue injury or inflammatory reaction. It is also suggested that cell free circulating NA are derived from both cell apoptosis and necrosis with only a small amount coming from T-cells (Giacona et al., 1998; Stroun et al., 1989) . Recently much interest has developed in the use of cell free NA for clinical purpose in many benign and malignant conditions such as cancer, pregnancy, trauma, myocardial infarction (MI) and diabetes etc. This is because medicine is slowly advancing towards noninvasive diagnostic and therapeutic approaches as current diagnostic procedures are not good at detecting early disease and require invasive investigation. This article reviews some of the potential applications of circulating NA as an early diagnostic and prognostic marker in the management of cancer and pregnancy related complications, of tissue injury in trauma, stroke and many others. Further, some of the techniques regarding the quantification of circulating NA have also been discussed.
CLINICAL IMPLICATIONS Cancer
Cancer is driven by the accumulation of genetic changes that provide many opportunities to detect the presence of neoplastic cells in body fluids that drain or bathe the affected organs.Yet blood, the only fluid in direct contact with all bodily organs, remains the most attractive for cancer detection. Among the cancer markers measurement of circulating DNA driven from primary tumor seems to be more promising. It is well known that cancer development is associated with the progressive accumulation of genetic and epigenetic alterations. These events can include allelic loss, microsatellite instability, point mutations, amplification, translocation, gene promoter region hypermethylation. Circulating DNA found in cancer patients has many characteristics in common with their tumors, which made it an attractive candidate for use in the diagnosis and management of patients with malignancies. Further this method can also be applied to the assessment of the subclinical tumor burden in cancer patients, thus reducing the risk of unnecessary chemotherapy.
Targets for cancer detection k-ras
Mutated ras genes were the first tumor specific gene sequences detected in the blood from patients with cancer. Early workers suggested the presence of N-ras in the blood of patients with leukemia and mylodysplasia (Vasioukhin et al., 1994) and the presence of mutated K-ras sequences in blood of patients with pancreatic cancer (Mulcahy et al., 1998) . However there are certain limitations of using K-ras as biomarker. In many cases the mutations that have been detected in plasma DNA came from patients with advanced metastases disease. This limits the potential role of this approach in early diagnosis, although occasionally cases have been described in which the mutation was detected in several months before clinical diagnosis (Johnson and Lo, 2002) .
Microsatellite alterations (MA)
All tumors however do not have high mutation rates on easily testable hot spots. This is the reason why several groups looked for MA in the plasma/serum DNA of cancer patients.
Microsatellites are highly polymorphic DNA repeat regions ranging in number from 2 to 6 base pairs. Alterations of the Microsatellite DNA are an integral part of neoplastic progression and are valuable as clonal markers for the detection of human cancer.
Microsatellite alterations (MA) comprising loss of hetrozygosity (LOH) as well as microsatellite instability (MSI) and generally matching those of the primary tumors have been found in circulating DNA of 27-88% of lung cancer patients and in 48-94% of patients whose tumors were known to be positive for the markers. Many of the lung cancer studies used 2 to 5 markers except for 2 studies, which used 12 and 16 markers. The best sensitivity for detecting MA in plasma DNA was reported by Beau-Faller et al. (2003) ; who used a series of 12 markers. In recent studies MA was used to detect tumor specific circulating DNA alterations in urine sediment samples of patients with transitional cell carcinoma (TCC) of the urinary bladder (von Knoblock et al., 2001) . Early breast cancer patients were analysed using 8 microsatellite markers. 12 out of 56 patients (21%) demonstrated LOH in their serum for at least one marker which correlated with histopathology of the tumor (Taback, 2001) .
MSI and LOH in circulating DNA is attractive because direct comparison can be made with genomic leukocyte DNA from the same blood sample, but it can be difficult to achieve accurate and satisfactory results because the circulating DNA is not exclusively derived from tumor cells. Therefore false negative results are possible.
Disadvantages of microsatellite alterations
Although MA is powerful in the determination of deletions of chromosome regions in lesions with clonal cell populations, many factors may interfere with the analysis and data interpretations such as marker selection, normal cell contamination, protein digestion and isolation protocol etc.
DNA integrity
Recently it was shown that integrity of circulating DNA, measured as the ratio of longer to shorter DNA fragments is higher in patients with gynecological and breast cancers than in normal individuals (Wang, 2003) . The premise is that apoptotic cells release DNA fragments that are usually 185-200 base pairs in length. In healthy individuals the main source of free circulating DNA is apoptotic cells. In contrast DNA released from malignant cells varies in size because pathologic cell death in the malignant tumors results not only from apoptosis, but also necrosis, autophagy or mitotic catastrophe. Therefore elevated levels of long DNA fragments could be a good marker for detection of malignant tumor in blood. had developed a simple and highly sensitivity method to directly measure the serum DNA integrity based on quantitative real time PCR. In this assay the purification of DNA from serum was unnecessary. The absolute levels of serum DNA have been demonstrated to be a potential indicator for cancer existence. Further, it was realized that serum DNA integrity had a higher correlation coefficient value with tumor progression than the absolute level of serum DNA. Therefore, serum DNA integrity was considered a better representative for cancer progression. Evaluation of serum DNA integrity achieved 69% sensitivity for detection of AJCC stage II to IV primary breast cancer with specificity of 80% and sensitivity of 74% for LN metastasis of primary breast cancer with specificity of 80% (Gal, 2004) .
The DNA clearance rate of the patient could directly contribute to the absolute serum DNA level. In contrast, it would not significantly influence values of DNA integrity because both the amounts of longer and shorter DNA fragments would be similarly affected. Unlike absolute DNA levels which do not reflect how DNA is released, DNA integrity specifically represents the relative amount of non apoptotic cell death.
Epigenetics
Heritable changes in gene function that cannot be explained by changes in DNA sequence are termed epigenetic. Whereas point mutations and LOH result in failure of expression of tumor suppressor genes, epigenetic alterations cause silencing of expressions of the tumor suppressor genes. The stable nature of epigenetic silencing has led to the hypothesis that it constitutes a viable mechanism of inactivating tumor suppressor genes in cancers. Various epigenetic processes include DNA methylation, post translational modification of histones and RNA interference. Promoter region hypermethylation has been described as a common genetic abnormality occurring in various cancers (Gal, 2004) .
Epigenetic abnormalities, such as aberrant methylation of CpG islands are inherited over cell divisions, and play important roles in carcinogenesis. Aberrant methylation of CpG islands specific to tumor cells can be used as a marker to detect cancer cells or cancer-derived DNA. Methylation of specific genes or methylation patterns of groups of genes were found to be associated with responses to chemotherapeutics and prognosis. Methylation in non-cancerous tissues is now attracting attention as a tumor risk marker, and is emerging as a target for cancer prevention as epigenetic alterations are potentially reversible. The use of DNA demethylating agents has turned out to be effective for hematological malignancies, and is being tested in solid tumors. Histone deacetylase inhibitors and methods for genespecific epigenetic modification are being developed. Application of epigenetics to cancer diagnostics and therapeutics, and possibly to cancer prevention, is coming into clinics (Gerda et al., 2004; Issa, 2007) . Many authors have reported the aberrant methylation of CGIs in promoter regions of tumor-suppressor genes, such as RB, p16, VHL, hMLH1, E-cadherin and BRCA1 which are known to be involved in their inactivation in various cancers, including stomach, colon, liver, breast, uterine, renal and hematological tumors (Kazuaki and Toshikazoo, 2005) as shown in Table-1 Advantages of DNA methylation over mutations as a marker Firstly, incidences of aberrant methylation of specific CGIs are higher than those of mutations and such methylation can be discovered by genome-wide screening procedures. Secondly, aberrant methylation of a DNA molecule can be sensitively detected; even when it is embedded in an excess amount of normal DNA molecules .Thirdly, detection of aberrant methylation is technically simple. Aberrant methylation usually takes place in an all-or-nothing manner, and it can be detected using only one set of PCR primers. On the other hand, mutations can take place in various regions of a gene, and many primer sets are necessary for complete analysis. Finally, some aberrant methylation is observed in early stages of carcinogenesis and even in non-neoplastic tissues. For example, methylation of non-core regions of p16 is observed in pulmonary hyperplasia (17%), dysplasia (24%), and lung carcinoma in situ (50%) as suggested by Kazuaki and Toshikazoo (2005) .
Serum / plasma viral DNA
An additional source of DNA in plasma is that originating from viruses, and when these viruses have a close association with a particular cancer, they have the potential to be used as molecular markers as viral DNA is relatively easy to quantify. Particular viral sequences have been reported in circulation in patients suffering from some Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) associated cancers (nasopharyngeal carcinoma, EBV-associated Hodgkin'sdisease) as has circulating human papilloma virus (HPV) DNA sequences in plasma of cervical cancer patients associated with metastasis (Pornthanakasem, 2001) . Unfortunately, the viral genome is not distinguishable between patients with hepatoma and chronic hepatitis, limiting the usefulness of detecting viral hepatitis DNA as a tumor marker (Lin, 2004) . Lo et al. (1997) discovered circulating DNA in maternal plasma that has opened up new possibilities for non invasive prenatal diagnosis. There is a common perception that fetal blood remains separated from maternal blood until third stage of labor or following abortion, inversion of placenta etc and only IgG can cross the placental barrier due to its small molecular weight. However, recent observations suggest that the placental barrier is not as impermeable as is traditionally known. This is because fetal DNA has been detected in maternal blood as early as 5 weeks. RT-PCR is sensitive enough to detect the DNA equivalent of a single cell -a male fetal cell against a background of 12,800 female cells (Biswajit, 2004) .
Fetal DNA
As a standard practice, DNA based investigations are done from tissues obtained by chorionic villus sampling (CVS) or cells by amniocentesis. Both are invasive techniques requiring expertise to perform and carry little but definite risks. Maternal plasma is a chimeric mixture of fetal and maternal DNA and fetal DNA in maternal blood comes from continuous leakage of fetal cells (trophoblasts, nucleated red blood lymphocytes, granulocytes and stem cells). Over the last few years, this noninvasive source of fetal DNA has been used for the prenatal diagnosis of sex linked disorders, fetal RhD status, β-thalassemia, congenital adrenal hyperplasia and other diseases. Furthermore, quantitative aberrations of circulating fetal DNA have been described in a variety of pregnancy associated disorders, including pre-eclampsia, trisomy21, preterm labor, hypermesis gravidarum, and invasive placentation (Lo, 2006) .
There are very few studies on the factors that influence cell-free DNA levels in normal pregnancies. Bianchi (1998) has examined the effect of gestational age, race, parity, smoking history and type of conception (natural or assisted). They showed that gestational age is a significant factor affecting the fetal DNA levels. Fetal DNA levels increase by 21% per week in the first trimester. Smoking and maternal age has no influence on the fetal DNA concentration. There was a significant inverse correlation between maternal weight and fetal DNA levels (Wataganara et al., 2004) . There was a difference in the fetal DNA according to the type of conception (Pan et al., 2005) .
DIAGNOSTIC USEFULNESS Circulating DNAs for fetal aneuploidies
It was suggested that the circulating fetal DNA (fDNA) levels in pregnant women carrying a fetus with trisomy 21 were elevated. Using serum DNA alone 21% Down syndrome affected pregnancies were detected at a 5% false positive rate. This performance is very similar to that of alpha fetoprotein alone. By incorporating fDNA analysis into the current quadruple panel (alpha fetoprotein, human chorionic gondotropin, unconjugated estriol and inhibin-A) screening performance was modestly improved from 81% to 86% at a 5% false positive rate (Farina, 2003) . This initial feasibility study was limited by fetal gender. Further work showed that circulating fDNA levels were elevated in pregnant women carrying a fetus with trisomy 13 but not with trisomy 18 (Wataganara et al., 2003) . Later on it was shown that trisomy 18 can also be detected in pregnant women using fetal DNA by making use of epigenetic allelic ratio ( EAR) analysis (Tong, 2006) .
Sex determination
Sex determining region of the Ychromosome (SRY) is a unique feature of a male. Normally, maternal DNA does not contain SRY. Hence demonstration of SRY by PCR in maternal plasma during pregnancy indicates existence of a male fetus. Fetal sex determination is obviously useful for X linked recessive disorders. Detection of paternally inherited chromosome polymorphism and aneuploidies of female fetus by informative short tandem repeat, SRY, markers have been made possible from maternal plasma (Biswajit, 2004) .
CIRCULATING

DNA AND GYNAECOLOGIC COMPLICATIONS Pre-eclampsia (PE)
The approximately 5 fold elevation of circulating fDNA levels in symptomatic women with pre-eclampsia has been reported. It may be possible to use fetal DNA as a marker to monitor severity of PE in proteinuria or hypertension as clinical evidence of PE. It was seen that both proteinuria and hypertension were independently and strongly associated with increased concentration of fetal DNA in maternal plasma, the extent to which depended on the severity of each symptom (Sekizawa, 2004) . Proteinuria was associated with greater increases in fetal DNA than hypertension. As fetal DNA is also thought to come from villous trophoblasts and is associated with severity of PE, fetal DNA might represent a molecular marker that can be used to evaluate trophoblast damage and monitor the status of pregnancy affected by PE in clinical practice. It is also reported that asymptomatic pregnant women who eventually develop pre-eclampsia also had higher than expected plasma fDNA levels. The exact reason for the relationship between pre-eclampsia and elevation of circulating DNA is yet to be elucidated. It may be due to the combined effect of increased liberation from abnormal placenta and reduced fDNA clearance resulting from an impairment of liver and kidney function later in the disease process. This fact is clear from the studies where median half life of fetal DNA clearance was reported to be 114 minutes which was significantly prolonged as compared with the median half life of 28 minute in normal pregnancies .
Fetal RH (rhesus) D status
Fetal RhD status has been predicted with 99.5% accuracy using fetal DNA. The International Blood Group Reference Laboratory (IBGRL) provides a fetal blood genotyping service to obstetrician managing the pregnancies of alloimmunized women in the U.K. Originally this involved Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) amplification of fetal DNA extracted from aminocyte or chorionic villi which carried a small risk of inducing spontaneous miscarriage and a significant risk in alloimmunized women. The introduction of a clinical test to determine fetal D blood grouping from maternal plasma has significantly reduced the number of invasive procedures carried out in the UK for fetal D blood grouping as shown in Figure 1 (Finning, 2004) .
Congenital adrenal hyerplasia (CAH)
In case of CAH, early prenatal diagnosis can shorten the maternal dexamethasone therapy so as to prevent the virilization of the female fetus (Rijnders, 2001) .
Fetal DNA marker
Fetal DNA circulates in the maternal plasma among a high background of maternal DNA sequences. Because Y-chromosome DNA sequences are readily distinguishable from the background maternal plasma DNA, most investigators have thus far relied on the use of such sequences as fetal specific marker and have reported the association of abnormal concentration of circulating fetal Ychromosome DNA with a number of pregnancy related complications. However, the current approach based on Ychromosomal DNA analysis cannot be used for the 50% of pregnancies involving female fetuses, thus hindering observations into the realms of clinical use.
Investigators have further explored the use of genetic polymorphism. However, exploring genetic polymorphism greatly increases the complexity of the resulting tests because multiple genetic markers would be needed to correlate the results. While the absolute concentration of circulating DNA has been reported by a number of groups to be elevated in pregnant women carrying fetuses affected by trisomy 21, this approach will only result in a relatively nonspecific screening method for this fetal chromosomal aneuploidy, as many other conditions such as pre-eclampsia are also associated with an elevated level in circulating fetal DNA. The exploration of new approaches for the noninvasive prenatal diagnosis of fetal chromosomal aneuploidies using circulating fetal DNA is therefore important.
So keeping in mind, the limitations of genetic markers and requirement of a fetal DNA marker that could be detected in all pregnancies led to the finding of epigenetic markers. The central requirement for such a marker is that it should exhibit different methylation pattern depending on whether it is originating from fetal or maternal tissue. It was suggested that a region of DNA, which is methylated if inherited from the father and unmethylated if inherited from the mother, could be used to differentiate fetal origin of DNA in circulation. U-maspin is such a gene. It is a tumor suppressor gene expressed in placenta. Maspin gene is hypomethylated in the placenta but hypermethylated in the maternal blood cells. Hypomethylated maspin promoter sequences were also present in the plasma of pregnant women and they were rapidly cleared after delivery. In general a higher proportion of hypomethylated maspin promoter sequences were observed in the third-trimester placental tissues compared with first trimester placental tissues which suggest that there is a change in the methylation density of maspin promoter as gestation progresses. The concentration of hyomethylated maspin in the circulation was elevated nearly six times in the plasma of women suffering from pre-eclampsia proving that hypomethylated maspin could be a very useful fetal DNA marker (Lo, 2006) .
Size
Another approach to detect fetal cell free DNA in maternal plasma is to examine the size. It was shown that fetal cell free DNA is smaller than comparable maternal cell free DNA molecules and majority of fetal DNA had a molecular size of less than 300 bp whereas most of the maternal DNA was greater than 300 bp. This finding suggests that fetal cell-free DNA could be enriched on the basis of size. By isolating the cell free DNA from maternal plasma according to size and using an allele specific real time PCR based approach they demonstrated the feasibility of detecting β thalassemia in maternal plasma (Li et al., 2004) .
Epigenetic allelic ratio analysis (EAR)
Prenatal diagnosis of a human chromosomal abnormality by Tong et al. (2006) describes a novel approach to the non invasive analysis of the allelic ratio of a polymorphism present within the methylated promoter of a DNA sequence on chromosome 18 q 21.3, maspin (SERPINB5). This method differs from other approach to non invasive diagnosis of aneuploidy in that it is truly diagnostic, as opposed to being a screen.
A single base variation (or single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) within the promoter sequence is used as a focus for mass spectrometric analysis, with subsequent analysis of the ratio of copy numbers of the particular DNA sequence variation. U-maspin 156 SNP was used. A normal euploid fetus might be genotyped as AC at this locus. Fetuses with trisomy 18, if polymorphic, would be genotyped as having AAC or ACC. By measuring the ratio of A to C, a euploid fetus would have 1, and a trisomy 18 fetus would theoretically have 2 or 0.5. It is important to recognize that methylated maternal cell free DNA which derives mainly from blood cells, does not co-amplify in the methylation specific PCR. In this study 173 euploid placentas were genotyped for polymorphism at the U-maspin 156 site. Of these only 31/173 (17.9%) were informative. Significant ethnic variations were observed. The authors did not find the C allele in 129 placentas obtained from caucasians but did observe it in Chinese and Africans. This suggests that extensive SNP analysis and a thorough characterization of population specific variation must provide clinical application of EAR analysis in maternal plasma.
RELATIVE CHROMOSOME DOSAGE ANALYSIS
The main disadvantage of the allelic ratio-based approach is the requirement that the fetus be heterozygous for the analyzed genetic polymorphisms. To overcome the requirement for heterozygosity, methods that directly measure the relative dose of different chromosomes are required. An alternative solution is the development of analytical strategies that can perform relative chromosome analysis despite the low fractional concentration of circulating fetal DNA in maternal plasma. In this regard, the digital PCR-based approach can be applied for chromosome dose analysis, the so-called digital relative chromosome dose approach. In this method, digital PCR analysis is carried out for 1 or more targets located on a chromosome involved in a trisomy (e.g. chromosome 21) and for 1 or more targets located on a reference chromosome not involved in the trisomy. Digital relative chromosome dose measurement has been demonstrated to possess the discrimination power to detect the presence of DNA from a trisomic fetus, even if the trisomic DNA constitutes only some 10% of the tested sample .
Fetal RNA
Placenta is an important source of fetal RNA in maternal plasma. mRNA species of human placental lactogen (hpL), the β subunit of human chorionic gonadotropin (βhCG), corticotropin release hormone (CRH) have been found in maternal plasma. Ng et al. (2003) have shown that CRH mRNA concentrations are greatly elevated in preeclamptic patients, when compared with control pregnant women matched for gestational age. Wong et al (2005) studied the integrity of plasma RNA using GAPDH transcript in the plasma of healthy non pregnant individuals by comparing multiple regions (5' middle and 3' regions) within the transcript and suggested that GAPDH mRNA population is predominantly 5'-fragments rather than intact transcripts. The same results were obtained from transcript of β-hCG, TFp12, ADM, 1NHBA, PAPA, PLAC 1. The origin of the 5'mRNA fragments in maternal plasma is likely to be associated with the mechanism of mRNA degradation. This information could be used to improve the rate of placental RNA detection in the maternal plasma, thus facilitating the establishment of more molecular markers for pregnancy associated diseases, including pre-eclampsia and fetal chromosomal aneuploidies. Measurement of circulating fetal RNA has the advantage that it can be applied to all pregnancies irrespective of fetal gender or polymorphism between mother and fetus.
Advantages of fetal DNA / RNA
The main advantages of the molecular assays are that within 24-36 hours from the collection of the samples it is possible to inform the parents about the results thus relieving their anxiety if the fetus is found to be normal or allowing prompt interruption of pregnancy if the fetus is affected by a major chromosome abnormality.
Critical illiness
Circulating plasma DNA concentration increased with in hour after injury and may increase by as much as 100 fold in those patients who go on to develop organ failure. Compared with patients with uncomplicated injury, there is a 10-18 fold increase in median plasma DNA concentrations in those patients who develop failure, multiple organ dysfunction syndrome, acute lung injury and who die. In patients admitted to ICU, plasma DNA concentrations are persistently elevated in those patients who develop a complicated course characterized by organ failure compared with patients with an uncomplicated course (Rainer and Lam, 2006) .
Stroke
Although elevated level of several neuro-biochemical markers, protein markers have been detected in the peripheral blood of patients with stroke, so far none have found a place in routine clinical practice. Circulating plasma DNA concentration are elevated early after the onset of stroke, are related to the extent of brain damage, and may be used to predict short and long term neurobehavioral morbidity and post stroke mortality. Plasma DNA concentration is also higher within 6 hour of symptom onset in patients with hemorrhagic stroke compared with patients with ischemic stroke (Antonatos, 2006) .
TRANSPLANT REJECTION
Despite HLA matching and the introduction of new immunosuppressive drugs, acute allograft rejection is one of the major complications of transplantation. Measurement of donor specific DNA or measurement of mRNA for granulysin and FOX P3 in urine has been found to be a useful predictor of kidney transplant rejection (Kotsch et al., 2004; Muthukumar et al., 2005) .
CIRCULATING NUCLEOSOMES
Elevated levels of circulating nucleosomal DNA were found in various benign and malignant pathological conditions e.g, after exhaustive sports, trauma, ischemia, sepsis, graft rejection, autoimmune diseases and numerous neoplastic diseases. It showed that measurement of nucleosomes together with other tumor markers can be useful in predicting the outcome of chemotherapy. Knowledge about the specific role of circulating nucleosomal DNA in the pathogenesis of many diseases is scarce. Only systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) has been investigated more intensively as nucleosomes are supposed to be the major immunogens in SLE (Holdenrieder et al., 2006) .
CIRCULATING MITOCHONDRIAL DNA (mtDNA)
Mutations in the mitochondrial genome are associated with various diseases. Mutant mtDNA has been detected in the plasma of patients with diabetes mellitus (Zhong, 2000) , hepatocellular carcinoma (Nomoto, 2002) and stroke (Lam et al., 2004) . However, there is paucity of data on circulating mtDNA.
PLASMA RNA
The origin of circulating RNA (cir RNA) is not clear to date. The extracellular RNA appears to be heavily methylated, associated with DNA, single stranded, of low molecular weight (2.5-4S) and was not tRNA. The total amount of RNA in human plasma is found to be 144 ng/ml. Further it was found that the shedding capacity of highly metastatic cell line was much higher than that of the cell line with low metastatic capacity (Fleischhacker, 2006) .
The theoretical advantage of plasma DNA detection is that the RNA approach would provide valuable information on the gene expression patterns of the tumor or fetus. If the technology can be performed robustly and on multiple genes simultaneously, this would allow the performance of non-invasive gene expression profiling by using peripheral blood of cancer patients or pregnant women. Wong et al. (2004) observed a correlation between the increased amount of circulating β-catenin mRNA and the presence of a tumor of the colorectum. By quantification of β-catenin mRNA they could also differentiate between patients with tumor and with an adenoma and healthy controls. Plasma β-catenin mRNA concentration was correlated to tumor stage only. There are only two reports in which tumor-associated mRNA in plasma was analysed in patients before and after therapy, i.e. in lung cancer patients (Fleischhaekerz et al., 2001 ) (using Her-2/neu and hnRNP-B1mRNA) and in prostate cancer patients (Papadopoulou et al., 2004 ) (using PSMA and CEA mRNA).
Telomerase activity is one of the most promising general tumor makers. Increased presence of circulating human telomerase reverse transcriptase (hTERT) mRNA in the patients suffering from the tumor of colorectum as compared to control group was suggested but there was no association of hTERT mRNA with tumor stage. The clinical usefulness of telomerase depends on the ability of its detection in the biological fluids such as blood, urine, sputum or bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL). Telomerase activity is strongly associated with prostrate cancer showing activation in a high percentage (70-93%) of prostate tumors (Dasi et al., 2006) . The detection of tumor associated over expressed mRNA in plasma/ serum of patients with liver, thyroid, melanoma or breast cancers has been reported by many investigators as shown in Table 2 .
Circulating mRNA for rhodopsin and nephrin was detectable in healthy and diabetic patients. Rhodopsin mRNA was significantly raised in diabetic patients with retinopathy and nephrin mRNA was increased in diabetic nephropathy. Higher rhodopsin mRNA in diabetic patients without retinopathy suggests that some of them may develop it or already have it subclinically (Butt, 2006) . Chan et al. (2010) hypothesized that liver-derived mRNA, such as ALB (albumin) mRNA, would be released into human plasma with the death liver cell. ALB mRNA is liver specific in plasma, but not in whole blood. Plasma ALB mRNA is increased in some liver pathologies and may be more diagnostically sensitive than -fetoprotein and ALT. As total DNA is nonspecific and does not localize the tissue, the detection of organspecific mRNA is thought to be better. But it is still to be confirmed whether the RNA quantification as a stand -alone method could be a clinically useful tool. The answer to it will very much depend on the development of new research tools.
CELL-FREE NUCLEIC ACIDS IN THE URINE
It has been shown that small amounts of cell free circulating nucleic acids from the blood can pass through the kidney barrier into the urine. Tumor specific sequences were detected in DNA isolated from urine of patients with tumors of different localizations.
. Table 1 : Detection of cancer-derived DNA in plasma/serum by DNA methylation. 
Tumor
Maternal blood
Concentrations of DNA and RNA in the urine of healthy people were independent of gender and were in the range of 6ng/ml to 50 ng/ml for DNA and 24 ng/ml to 140 ng / ml for RNA. DNA fragments of 150-400bp represent the main part of cell-free DNA, along with DNA fragments upto1,300bp which were found in male urine, and DNA fragments upto 19 Kbp were found in female urine. A study carried out by Bryzgunova et al. (2006) showed the presence of same methylated promoters of RASSFIA and RARB2 genes in circulating DNA isolated from blood of breast cancer patients and cellfree DNA isolated from their urine. Due to the principle advantages of urine (large sample quantities, easy to acquire) the data obtained demonstrates the applicability of free urine DNA for the development of noninvasive tests for cancer diagnosis.
MicroRNA
Recently, a novel class of global gene regulators called microRNAs (miRNAs), were identified in both plants and animals. miRNAs can reduce protein levels of their target genes with a minor impact on the target genes mRNAs. Estimates indicate that more than 1000 human miRNAs target and downregulate at least 60% of human protein-coding genes expressed in the genome (Friedman, 2009) . It is therefore not surprising that there is an unprecedented explosion in miRNA research to determine their biologic functions and disease relevance.
MicroRNAs are endogenous small (21-25 nucleotides), single-stranded, and nonprotein-coding RNAs (Lau et al., 2001; Lagos-Quintana et al., 2001 ) that can pair with sites in 3' untranslated regions in mRNAs of protein-coding genes to downregulate their expression. Since their discovery as developmental regulators in C. elegans, they have come a long way and are currently associated with normal and diverse pathophysiological states including Parkinson's syndrome, cardiac hypertrophy, viral infection, diabetes and several types of cancer. They function in diverse biological processes, including development, differentiation, apoptosis and oncogenesis (Esau et al., 2004) . miRNAs may leak into the circulating blood from injured cells and thereby serve as biomarkers for identifying the injured cell type.
Despite the established strengths of cardiac troponins for prompt and reliable detection of myocardial injury, the ability to reliably detect ischemia in the absence of myocyte necrosis and the ability to distinguish alternative causes and mechanisms of myocyte damage inflammation, oxidative stress, apoptosis led to the discovery of a new biomarker miR-208, the plasma concentration of which may be a useful indicator of myocardial injury (Xu et al., 2009) .
It is found that miR-375 is essential for beta cells to survive, grow and divide. A lack of miRNA-375 causes the beta cells to die, while the producers of glucagon -the alpha cells -increase in mass. Scientists also discovered a link between this RNA strand and type-2 diabetes. The miR-375, a regulator of numerous growth factors in the beta cell, restricts the process of pancreatic beta cell proliferation. Without miR-375, the number of beta cells reduces over time. The result is lack of insulin, which in turn leads to diabetes (Park et al., 2009; Poy et al., 2009; Pandey et al., 2009) . Overwhelming evidence implicating miRNAs in the pathology of key human diseases has sparked tremendous interest in the development of modalities to block specific miRNAs and their function in vitro and in vivo. Small non-coding RNAs and miRNAs, such as miR-192 and miR-377, may be novel targets for diabetic neuropathy and other diabetic complications (Kato, 2009 Approximately 50 microRNAs were detected in saliva. Two specific microRNAs, miR-125a and miR200a, were present at significantly lower levels in patients with oral squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC) than in the healthier controls. Thus the detection of miRNAs in saliva can be used as a noninvasive and rapid diagnostic tool for the diagnosis of oral cancer (Park et al., 2009) . Although genetic polymorphisms have been widely implicated in cancer development and treatment response, such evidence is lacking for the miRNArelated genes. Yang et al. (2008) genotyped 41 single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) from 24 miRNA-related genes in a case-control study conducted in 746 Caucasian patients with bladder cancer and 746 matched controls. The homozygous variant genotype of a nonsynonymous SNP in the GEMIN3 gene (rs197414) was associated with a significantly increased bladder cancer risk.
Placental miRNAs represent a novel class of fetal nucleic acid markers in maternal plasma. Chim et al. (2008) have shown that the plasma concentration of a placental miRNA, miR-141, increased as the pregnancy progressed into the third trimester. This increase in miR-141 in maternal plasma may reflect an increase in the size of the placenta. Aberrant concentrations of miR-210 and miR-182 were found in preeclamptic placentas delivered at <37 weeks of gestation, compared with the concentrations for non-preeclamptic spontaneous preterm deliveries at matched gestation times.
Viruses encode miRNAs that regulate expression of both cellular and viral genes, and contribute to the pathogenic properties of viruses. Numerous human diseases are caused by viral infections, but the intimate relation with the host makes the development of antiviral drugs difficult. Neutralizing the action of viral miRNAs expression by complementary single-stranded oligonucleotides or so-called anti-miRNAs may represent a strategy to combat viral infections and viralinduced pathogenesis. Silencing the action of viral miRNAs may enable the host cell or the immune system to gain control over the virus and even to eliminate the virus. Anti-miRNA oligonucleotides (AMOs) are chemically modified synthetic oligonucleotides that are complementary to their target sequence and this will silence the action of the target. AMOs are easy to produce and relatively cheap, and easy to administer locally (but not systemically). Moreover, they possess low toxicity and are highly specific. Most viral miRNAs identified so far have little homology to each other and to known host cell miRNAs. This reduces the risk of off-target effects of anti-miRNA oligonucleotides and increases the therapeutic potentials of miRNA silencing (Moens, 2009) 
QUANTIFICATION OF CIRCULATING CELL-FREE NUCLEIC ACIDS
Nucleic acids can be identified in plasma, serum, bone marrow aspirates, urine, prostatic fluid, peritoneal fluid, cerebrospinal fluid, bronchial lavage, gastric and biliary juices and stool. With the rapid developments in molecular biology techniques such as realtime quantitative polymerase chain reaction (rt-qPCR), quantitative methylation specific PCR (qMS-PCR), matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionizationtime of flight (MALDIToF) mass spectrometry, quantitative fluorescent PCR (QF-PCR) (Goessl, 2000) , digital PCR, single allele primer extension reaction (SAPER) method and BEAMing method and other techniques, the applications in clinical medicine have increased. Go et al. (2008) adapted and applied the Transgenomic WAVE System and quencher extension (QEXT) to measure RNA single-nucleotide polymorphism as highly specialized equipment MALDI-TOF, limits the widespread implementation of this powerful RNA single-nucleotide polymorphism.
Freeze thawing and storage at minus 20 °C or minus 80 °C can lead to reduction in plasma DNA concentration of up to 70%. Future studies should use standardize methodology and large clearly defined patient and control population in order for the result to be interpretable. Serum contains around six times as much amount of free circulating DNA as plasma. So serum is regarded as a better specimen source for circulating cancer related DNA and a biomarker .
Conclusion
Circulating NA, as markers, are promising for the development of a diagnostic tool because analysis requires blood sample and therefore is relatively noninvasive. A further critical step towards developing circulating NA as a diagnostic tool in body fluids is to assess their performance against conventional techniques in individuals at high risk for disease development. However true nature of circulating NA, etiology, its stability/half life in various body fluids needs special attention. Once these issues are resolved, the evaluation of circulating NA along with other conventional tests will become a cornerstone of an integrative functional approach towards the comprehensive assessment of diseases.
